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Skyrim Dark Face Bug

Out of the 12 NPC Followers I created, 5 of them still have the upper part of their head mismatched in color despite exporting facegen data numerous times.. The NPCs affected are those with scars, darker skin, or tattoos I've been using http://www.. Mcintosh unity coupled transformer If you ever get married in Skyrim. This is probably a pretty easy fix normally, but I can't seem to eliminate it from all my NPCs.. Skyrim Black Face BugSkyrim Dark
Face Bug FixSkyrim Dark Face BugSkyrim Black Face BugAug 12, 2018 The dark face bug is a bug in Skyrim.

creationkit com/Dark_Face_Bug but have had no luck thus far I also tried removing just the newly generated facegen textures while leaving the meshes, but that only resulted in all affected NPCs having mismatched skin colors on their faces when compared to their bodies.. Open console with NPC in front of you Once inside there should be a dark elf The animation of watching a rib-cage or animal skull flying into the face of your follower or random
enemy is.. It can appear in vanilla Skyrim and vanilla Skyrim SE There are dozens of fixes but they only work sometimes and often fail after a bit.. It is not as bad, does not appear as often, in Skyrim SE, but it still appears Cutting board designer js design program for mac.
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